
REFLECTIONS FROM THE SEA END – JANUARY 2017

Well a new year beckons and both your author and the darling pussy cats can only hope that the English 
cricket team have learnt to play spin so that 2017 will not be as depressing as 2016 was. Well perhaps 
that is a bit too much to expect but cricket is supposed to be one of those games where you can learn 
from experience and therefore improve your standard of play, and is much like bridge in that respect.

With this thought in mind, I decided that instead of concealing within my articles a theme to test my 
readers (the name of boardgames/wargames was last year’s theme), I would pass on some cardplay tips
which I have taken on board from various experts over the years for my readers to ponder and perhaps 
even to incorporate them into their game.

My first tip arises from (what seems to be an everyday occurrence) is what to play when you hold Kx in a 
suit where the dummy sitting over you has AQJ10xx and it is pretty clear that declarer is going to make a 
lot of tricks by taking the finesse. My guess is that after bemoaning your bad luck when the suit is led that
you follow with your small card without much thought and would never think of playing the King - after all 
declarer may decide not to finesse .This is really pie in the sky and if you accept your fate that declarer 
will make a lot of tricks, then on the positive side by playing the King on the first round you can convey 
some information to partner, which may help your side later in the hand.

What message you give is of course a matter of partnership agreement, and normal suit preference is 
probably as good a use as any. However any inventive pair may agree another method. The one I like to 
play with my favourite partners is to send the message to them that I hold a certain defensive trick in 
another suit. This is very useful in pairs when declarer is running his long suit since your partner may be 
able to avoid discarding incorrectly thus denying declarer an extra trick in the endgame.

My second tip has similar overtones. If you are defending a suit contract and decide to lead a trump from 
say three small, what card should you lead? Many would not think it matters but why not take the 
opportunity to give some more information to partner? Well if you lead your highest trump, you could 
show suit preference in a higher (or highest) ranking suit and likewise if you lead your lowest trump you 
show suit preference in a lower (or lowest) ranking suit. This may be very helpful to partner if he has a 
choice of switches later in the play.

Nothing is of course guaranteed and it may involve quite a lot of mental effort for what seems like little 
gain. Nevertheless I trust it gives you food for thought while you enjoy the remainder of the festive 
season. Bye for now!

Geoffrey Wolfarth, Hove.


